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Dancers need to learn to demonstrate the range of emotions needed to effectively tell the story that the choreographer
and the music require. Learning to act teaches your dancer the mind-body connection that he or she needs to move to
the next level of performance. The theater games and acting exercises we use are specifically chosen to build physical
confidence, strength, awareness, and the ability to use authentic emotions onstage.
Urban Street Styles
This class will incorporate street styles of hip hop dance; krumping, popping, waving, grooves, animation, tutting as well
as free style battles. Bianca's teaching style fuses Latin dancing, fun grooves, power, and technique. Whether you are a
beginner or an advanced student you will leave class feeling exhilarated!
Sassy Hip Hop
Join Warriors Dancer Miss Lizzie for this fun class. Straight from the NBA court to the studio, learn Sassy Jazz Funk in the
NBA influenced signature style. Pirouettes and leaps will be incorporated into this industry style of hip-hop.
Stretch, Turn, Leap (STL)
Increase your flexibility and strengthen your technique while learning how to leap, turn and do other tricks. This nonperforming class is for the dance student wanting to focus on improving skills to become a well-rounded dancer. Class
available in three levels: Beginner, Intermediate & Advanced.
Adult Classes
Try one, try them all. We have Beginning Hip Hop, Advanced Hip Hop Adult Jazz, Adult Tap and Zumba! The Beginning
Level Hip Hop Class, Adult Tap & Zumba are non-performing classes designed for fitness and fun!
Tap Dance
Choose your level and enroll in this style of dance that teaches rhythm and musicality. Students will learn technique and
terminology in the famous dance style using their feet as percussive instruments.
We welcome our new & returning faculty members teaching this Fall:
Ashley Acquistapace-Miller
Ballet, Pointe, Tap, All-Stars
Tara-Caprice Broadwater
Little Feet, Hip Hop, Musical Theater, All-Stars, Ninja Boys
Megan Brown
Acting for Dancers
Jentesta Caldwell
Contemporary and Adult Jazz
Desmond Fambrini
Hip Hop
Dawn Gilbert
Ballet, Lyrical, Pre-Pointe, Acrobatics
Carolyn McKay
Little Feet, Ballet, Hip Hop, All-Stars
Tamara Shive
Jazz, Lyrical, STL & All-Stars
Elizabeth Stafford
Hip-Hop
Bianca Zogbi
Urban Street Styles

